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Artist Spotlight: Ruprecht
von Kauffman
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A selection of paintings from Berlin-based artist Ruprecht von

Kauffman (previously featured here). Von Kaufmann was born in

Munich and studied at the Art Center College of Design in Los

Angeles, California. Forceful, emotional and purposefully unsettling, von

Kaufmann’s work is full of dark humour and melancholy. While capturing

moments that are at once deeply personal, his artworks often hint at a sense of

universal or shared experience. See more images below, courtesy of Kristin

Hjelleg jerde Gallery.
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A look at photographer Lindsay Ellary’s photobook, “Chin Up Baby,

Smile.” Currently based between New York and Los Angeles,

Lindsay has worked for clients such as Adidas, Nike, Vogue, and

The New York Times. For this project, Lindsay offers up an intimate perspective

of female youth. The images draw on the easy innocence of the subjects and

the calculated tone of the imagery, a disconnect that is entirely intentional.

“Chin Up Baby, Smile” was selected as one of the winners of our 2022 Art &

Photo Book Award. With support from Artmobile, we helped Lindsay turn her

lovely series into a book! If you want the opportunity to publish a book of your

own work, you can now apply for the 2023 Art & Photo Book Award.

Check out more images from “Chin Up Baby, Smile” below!
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